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Introduction

Physical activity is essential for the social, cognitive, and physical development of
children (Haskell et al., 2007; Popkin & Gordon-Larsen, 2004). National standards recommend
that elementary children get between 60 and 120 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical
activity each day (Physical Activity Guidelines Advisory Committee, 2008). However, research
shows that school-aged children are failing to reach even minimal benchmarks for age
appropriate physical activity (Haskell et al., 2007). Such activity is available through recess and
physical education classes at school, leisure time play before and after school and on weekends,
and participation in organized physical activity or sports programs. Active commuting to school
(walking or biking) is another way children can increase the minutes of moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity in their daily lives.
Researchers have found an association between students who actively arrive to and from
school and higher overall daily physical activity (Franzini et al., 2009; Grafova, 2008; Nelson,
Foley, O’Gorman, Moyna, & Woods, 2008; Nelson & Woods, 2009). Yet, student walking and
biking between home and school has declined precipitously over the last 50 years. In 1969,
47.7% of all students in elementary and middle schools walked or biked to school, whereas only
12.7% of comparable students do so today (McDonald, Brown, Marchetti, & Pedroso, 2011).
Research has shown that the transportation system designed around automobiles has produced
cities and neighborhoods that have become increasingly unsafe and poorly designed for
pedestrian use (Ewing & Cervero, 2010; Frank, Andresen, & Schmid, 2004; Rodríguez & Joo,
2003; Sallis & Glanz, 2006; Southworth, 2005). Improving safety for pedestrians has become a
major focus of national coalitions and organizations aimed at increasing active student transport
between home and school.
Improvement to walking infrastructure is an undertaking that requires broad community
support and investment (Deehr & Shumann, 2009; Handy & McCann, 2011; Wolf & Farquhar,
2005; Wolf, Puentes, Sanchez, & Bryan, 2007). Engaging community members in the evaluation
of street transportation environments has been used to create awareness and support for these
changes (Schlossberg & Brehm, 2009) and gives planners access to the perspectives of the end
users of their transportation designs—perspectives that have not always been considered
(LaPlante & McCann, 2008).
Geographic information systems (GIS) have claimed a central role in transportation
planning and urban design. However, use of the technology is often limited to those with special
training, and public access to spatial data is often constrained (Hoffman, 2003). The term public
participation GIS (PPGIS) is associated with efforts to overcome these and other obstacles and to
implement a more accessible, participatory approach to the use of GIS (Sieber, 2006).
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This report describes a citizen mapping effort that addressed child safety in walking and
biking between home and school. In partnership with the Communities and Schools Together
Project (CAST) at Oregon Research Institute—an NIH-funded obesity prevention grant in
Eugene, Oregon—parents of elementary school children assessed the safety and accessibility of
the streets surrounding their schools. The study engaged the following approaches in its
neighborhood environment assessment for elementary school children pedestrians:
1. Citizen (parent) participants with little technical training were directly involved in the
creation and evaluation of spatial transportation-related data. This included field-based data
collection using mobile GIS handheld computers and post-evaluation of data accuracy.
2. Participant-generated data were used as the basis for decision-making and follow-up steps
to implement project goals, including a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) grant application,
dialogue with elected officials and agency staff on street safety for children in the district,
and prioritization of infrastructure improvement projects based on study findings.
Method
This study used a mobile GIS-based tool designed for quick, geo-referenced analysis of
local street attributes (Schlossberg & Brehm, 2009). CAST staff partnered with the University of
Oregon’s Department of Planning, Public Policy, and Management (PPPM) to conduct the
assessment. The planning team provided leadership, technical assistance, and facilitation in the
community assessment processes for the study. Parents collected observations ‘in the field’ using
mobile mapping software (ArcPAD) loaded on a handheld personal data assistant (PDA) with a
removable flash memory card containing a street area map and survey questions. The tool was
previously used in communities nationally with significant input from leading figures in the field
of walkability, including Barbara McCann, who coined the term complete streets. She has served
as Executive Director of the national Complete Streets Coalition aimed at promoting accessible
and safe streets that accommodate diverse urban living needs beyond those of car transport alone
(Schlossberg & Brehm, 2009).
Parent Participants
Elementary school parents for the Complete Streets study were recruited to conduct street
assessments as part of an effort to involve parents in the larger CAST project via a Parent
Advisory Committee (PAC). All parents of CAST-eligible K–5 students (n =2,508) were invited
to participate in the PAC and the launch of the Complete Streets assessment. Recruitment
occurred through referrals from school counselors, principals, and staff using parent interest
nomination forms, presentations at Parent–Teacher Organization meetings, responses to a flyer
(in English and Spanish) on the school district's home page, and responses to notices sent home
to parents in all K–5 student classroom envelopes. Efforts to engage Hispanic parents included
translating documents into Spanish, arranging bilingual staff to answer phone messages, and
sending personal letters to referred parents inviting their participation.
A total of 60 parents expressed interest in the PAC and participation in the Complete
Streets study from among all seven elementary schools. Of these, 33 attended an April 2009
parent informational meeting that simultaneously described the overall project and the upcoming
Complete Streets assessment. Nine parents were Spanish speakers. The PAC formally began
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May 2009 in conjunction with the project's media day that focused on piloting the walking and
biking assessment of Bethel elementary school neighborhoods.
School Complete Street assessments were conducted over a 6-month period from May
2009 to October 2009. Street and intersection assessments were conducted either in the morning
or evening during the summer, and on Saturday mornings during the school year to
accommodate parent and school schedules. Each school neighborhood assessment took 3 to 4
hours to complete, with in-classroom training taking 1 hour and field assessments 2 to 3 hours to
finish.
A summary of parent participation by school is shown in Table 1. PDA surveys were
translated into Spanish and oral translation was provided to parents throughout the training and
assessment process. English and Spanish speaking PAC members conducted all assessments.
Once parents became experienced in the assessment, they were teamed up with novice parent
assessors who came forward to assist in school neighborhood assessments. A total of 61
individual parents (28 PAC and 33 non-PAC) participated in the CAST school street
assessments. Project staff remained available throughout field-based assessments to provide
assistance and answer questions.
Table 1. Complete Streets Participation

Pilot test

Date
4/25/09

English
Speaking
PAC
Parents
18

Spanish
Speaking
PAC
Parents
5

Other
School
Parent
Assessor
Volunteers
1

Total
24

Translator
Y/N
Y

Clear Lake (Media Day)

5/9/09

11

3

6

20

Y

Danebo

7/14/09

8

1

3

12

Y

Prairie Mountain

7/24/09

10

2

10

22

Y

Fairfield

8/14/09

7

3

15

25

Y

Meadow View

9/3/09

8

0

13

21

N

Malabon

10/9/09

8

2

8

18

N

Irving

10/17/09

11

2

7

20

Y

The Assessment Area
The Bethel School District serves a 13.5 square mile area that lies on the northeast edge
of the Eugene Urban Growth Boundary. The assessed area in this study covered 5.2 square miles
of the district area (39% of the total landmass area) but captured the majority of the student body
(92%, or 2,283, out of 2,493 students in the CAST study during year 1. This city region spans
urban to rural gradients that begin in urban–industrial land and continues over a fringe of low
density residential areas into dispersed rural residences. Table 2 shows the year each school was
built, the median year (and interquartile range) during which homes within each school
catchment area were built, the number of home dwellings, and the housing mix for the assessed
metropolitan region in the study. There was great variation in the percentage of single family,
mobile home, and multifamily dwellings present within each of the school catchment areas.
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Table 2. Average Home Construction Year and Housing Mix
Year
School
Built

Clear Lake

Median Age Housing
(Interquartile Range)

Single
Family2

Mobile
Homes

MultiFamily

1976

1977 (1969-1991)

1,242

92%

7%

1%

Danebo

1965

1978 (1976-1996)

1,261

66%

16%

18%

Fairfield

1953

1951 (1948-1958)

1,555

75%

3%

22%

Irving

1965

1995 (1973-1998)

2,002

96%

3%

1%

Malabon

1958

1977 (1961-1994)

1,826

58%

11%

31%

Meadow View

1998

2001 (1998-2003)

1,158

100%

0%

0%

Prairie Mountain

2002

2000 (1995-2005)

1,000

57%

43%

0%

School

1
2

Housing mix

Number
Dwelling
Units1

Excludes dwellings outside the Urban Growth Boundary.
Includes mobile homes on lots.

Survey Tool
Parents recorded street and intersection features in the field using ESRI ArcPAD software
loaded on PDA units. The study used the HP iPAQ 211 Enterprise Handheld (210 Series), which
included a stylus for interacting with the PDA touch screen. This tool allowed users to select
fields, orient maps, and enter numeric values within a small screen space. Each PDA was set up
with a removable, flash-memory SD card, which stored all the streets and intersections
observations for the school being evaluated. Prior to each assessment, staff loaded each SD card
with street and intersection data specific to the assessment area. Each team of parents was
assigned a zone within the assessment area and was provided a printed areal map of their area to
help orient themselves. As parent teams walked their assigned zone they used the PDA stylus to
select the street segments and intersections they were observing, at which point they answered a
prespecified set of survey questions linked to that location. Following assessments, project staff
synchronized the field data stored on each SD card with a master geographic dataset of streets
and intersections.
The PDAs displayed a street map of the assigned neighborhood zone or a point map of the
assigned intersections. Selecting these map features called up survey forms in which parents
were asked to describe and/or rate specific street segment they were navigating. Items in the
survey included three types of questions: 1) questions eliciting specific descriptive information
about the street walking/biking characteristics (i.e., presence of turning lanes, shade trees, etc.),
and 2) questions requiring parent subjective ratings of street characteristics for safety of child
pedestrian or bike use (see Appendix A). Parents were asked to evaluate the street environments
using a third grade unaccompanied child as the referent for their responses.
Survey Procedures
Each school area was divided into assessment zones, which were constructed so that they
could be assessed by a two-person team in 1 to 1.5 hours. Zones contained both street segments
and intersections that were evaluated for pedestrian features and safety and comfort. Within each
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assessment team, one PDA unit was formatted for street ratings and the second was set up for
intersection ratings. Up to 10 teams were able to conduct assessments at the same time and each
team was assigned an average of three zones during the course of an entire school assessment.
Table 3 shows the characteristics of each school assessment area, including the length of street
segments, the number of segments within the school area, the mix of different classed streets in
each school area (e.g., the percentage of streets that were designed for local driving, connector
streets, and major arterial streets for automobile travel), and the number of zones used to assess
each school.
Table 3. Street Segments in the Bethel Study Area

School

Average
Segment Number of
Length
street
Number of
(ft.)
segments intersections Local

Street size
Minor
Collector

Arterial

Number of
Assessment
Zones

Clear Lake

387

225

142

85%

8%

7%

35

Danebo

435

266

124

82%

0%

18%

17

Fairfield

455

450

181

75%

10%

16%

19

Irving

455

489

303

70%

15%

15%

33

Malabon

380

381

240

75%

10%

15%

16

Meadow View

387

171

103

79%

8%

14%

20

Prairie Mountain

355

274

98

71%

9%

21%
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Parent Observer Training
A brief 1-hour overview and training on the Complete Street assessment was provided to
parent participants at the beginning of every mapping event. The presentation included slides on
the current state of obesity in the United States, the concurrent, downward trend in students
walking and biking to school, an overview of the school street assessment program, and
examples of street and crossing environments related to PDA survey content.
During the training, parents were instructed to evaluate street segment and intersection
examples for safe walking using the referent of a third grade child unaccompanied by an adult.
Parents were shown images of desirable and undesirable road conditions for pedestrian access
and use with high-volume roadways, local streets, urban fringe roadways, and rural roads
(Appendix B). Examples of desirable street segments included contiguous sidewalks of adequate
width, curb ramps, buffers between the sidewalk and roadway, limited driveway crossings, and
clearly marked bike lanes on larger roads. For intersections, desirable examples included clearly
marked crosswalks, pedestrian-friendly traffic control devices, visibility, and minimal crossing
distances. Undesirable examples were shown for locations where these amenities and features
were absent or inadequate.
Immediately after training, parents were sent out into the neighborhood to conduct a
field-based assessment of local street and intersection conditions. As previously described,
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parents were divided into groups of two, typically with at least one experienced PAC member,
and assigned between one and three neighborhood zones for assessment depending on size of
zones, weather, and familiarity with PDA-type technology. Parents evaluating street segments
were paired with someone evaluating intersections whenever possible. Each team was given one
aerial photo map with their assigned zone boundary (Figure 1), an overview map of the
assessment areas (Figure 2), and a handheld computer prepared with mobile-GIS street segment
or intersection survey instruments (Figure 3). Parents walked their assigned neighborhood
zone(s) to conduct the walkability/bikability assessment, describing objective qualities of the
transportation infrastructure and rating the overall safety and comfort of street segments and
intersections.

Figure1. Example of aerial photo of a CAST school and its mapping zones.
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Figure 2. Example of school overview maps of assessment areas.
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Data Review
PAC members were asked to review and confirm walkability
data after each of the school assessments had been completed and data
had been prepared for review in a mapped format. This reliability check
of street assessment data was conducted at a PAC meeting in a district
elementary school cafeteria approximately four months after the final
assessment.
A total of 12 parents who had participated in the assessment of
six of the seven school neighborhoods (Meadow View, Fairfield,
Danebo, Prairie Mountain, Irving, and Malabon) attended the meeting.
Six of the attending mothers and one father were native English
speakers, and five mothers were native Spanish speakers. A school
district translator was present as well as one bilingual research staff
member.
A total of 14 children accompanied parents and child care was
provided. CAST’s partner agencies assisted in facilitating the meeting,
including collaborators from Lane Council of Governments, University
of Oregon (Department of Planning, Public Policy, and Management),
Oregon State University Extension Services (Lane County), Oregon
Research Institute, and Bethel School District.

Figure 3. Illustration of
CAST HP PDAs used in
street evaluations.

For the reliability check exercise, 10 large-format Bethel School District maps containing
walkability and bikability data collected by parents were hung on the walls. The maps displayed
parent ratings regarding perceived comfort and safety of streets and intersections for children.
Project staff and partners from the University of Oregon gave an introductory presentation to the
parents and instructions for conducting the reliability check.
Parents were given colored sticky dots and stars in green, yellow, and red to place on the
maps over the streets and intersections. This allowed multiple parents to place dots on a given
street segment or intersection if they wished. A green dot/star was used by parents to indicate a
safe street/intersection, a yellow dot/star was used to represent a neutral street/intersection
(neither safe nor unsafe), and a red dot/star was used for street/intersections parents perceived to
be unsafe. Staff recorded parent reasons for indicating disagreement with an initial assessment of
street/intersection safety.
Using maps of the perceived comfort and safety of streets and intersections for children,
parents identified street segments and intersections where they disagreed with the ratings. Project
staff also interviewed parents and recorded qualitative comments as to the accuracy of the
collected data. Both the feedback collected on the maps and the verbal comments recorded
during the meeting were used to verify, and in some cases, modify, the previously collected map
data. The exercise resulted in changes to 17 of 1,641 street segment ratings (~1%) and 29 of
1,190 intersection ratings (~2%). Many of these modifications reflected road construction
projects (e.g., adding sidewalks, crosswalks, signals) completed between the time of the original
survey and the review.
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Outcomes
Inventory of Streetscape
The study found a great deal of variation in each of the school neighborhoods regarding
the volume of completed sidewalk infrastructure available for student active commuting to or
from school (Table 4). Meadow View and Prairie Mountain, the newest schools constructed in
the Bethel School District, had the highest proportion of sidewalked street. Fairfield, one of the
oldest schools in the district, lacked sidewalks for three fourths of its assessed neighborhood
catchment area. Irving Elementary School lacked completed sidewalk infrastructure for over two
thirds of its surrounding neighborhoods.

Table 4. Percentage of School Catchment Areas with Sidewalk Infrastructure1
Meadow
Clear Lake
Danebo
Fairfield
Irving
Malabon
View
66%
61%
25%
31%
59%
91%
1

Prairie
Mountain
72%

Excludes private streets or off-street paths.

We compiled results of parent evaluations of each school’s network of walking paths on
eight questions posed in the study. For each school network of street walking paths, we
calculated the percentage of streets parents rated as 1) safe for children to walk, 2) having a
dedicated sidewalk for walking, 3) having sidewalks that were unobstructed by obstacles (e.g.,
lamp posts, telephone poles, fire hydrants), 4) being accessible by wheelchair (e.g., had curb
cuts), 5) being in good repair so that they presented a smooth path for pedestrians, 6) having
street trees for protective covering for pedestrians, 7) being sufficiently wide (e.g., 5 feet) to
support maintaining a walking route on the sidewalk path, and 8) being free from conflict with
automobile traffic (e.g., not sharing a walking path with cars). Table 5 displays the percentage
responses for each question by school.

Table 5. Parent Evaluation of Street and Intersection Region for 7 Elementary Schools
Percent of walking paths…

Clear
Meadow Prairie
Lake Danebo Fairfield Irving Malabon View Mountain

…felt safe to parent

86%

92%

60%

76%

85%

99%

96%

…had a dedicated sidewalk

77%

90%

39%

58%

69%

96%

79%

…were unobstructed

87%

87%

60%

79%

71%

99%

94%

…were wheel chair accessible

82%

83%

45%

61%

76%

92%

88%

…were in good repair

86%

79%

52%

83%

71%

98%

93%

…were protected with street trees

42%

68%

40%

52%

48%

83%

70%

…sufficiently wide

65%

89%

35%

56%

68%

84%

66%

...had no auto conflict

91%

82%

68%

64%

78%

76%

51%
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Schools fell into three typologies on their overall active transport environments for
children: 1) an overall complete street network environments for active transport by children, 2)
a mixed complete and incomplete street network for children, and 3) an overall incomplete street
network for children. Meadow View and Prairie Mountain, the newest schools built in the
district, had the most positive street network ratings overall. The Clear Lake and Danebo school
neighborhood networks were mixed between some very positive ratings, neutral assessments,
and some problematic areas. Fairfield, Irving, and Malabon schools generally had the most
problematic street network for active student commuters. Among the seven schools, Fairfield
Elementary School appeared to maintain the least walkable street network among the schools in
the district.
Community Capacity Building to Promote Safe Pedestrian Environments for Children
The CAST assessment approach appeared to provide a socially acceptable, efficient
method for evaluating streets and intersections from the perspective of children walking and
biking between home and school. Parent-collected street and intersection data were used to
identify strategic opportunities for improvements in the Bethel school neighborhoods. Overall,
parents became more aware and involved regarding their role in the public planning process for
their children’s safety and health. Equal emphasis was placed on obtaining a reliable dataset for
city planning officials and allowing parents to express their impressions of safe streets based on
their knowledge of the community and the skill sets of children in traversing streets and
intersections safely.
The CAST participatory street assessment in the Bethel School District provided two
levels of impact in the school district (summarized in Table 6). First, the assessment process
introduced new understanding among parents and school administrators on the issues of child
pedestrian safety. This study introduced the concepts of school walking environments and the
relationship between components of those environments to active child walking and biking
behaviors.
The study also began to formally connect Hispanic and non-Hispanic families together
for new dialogue regarding the health impacts of schools and neighborhoods for their children,
and the role of parents in influencing change in both their physical environments and their
decision making in promoting child activity. For instance, one Hispanic mother relayed that she
had not previously understood the meaning of the street symbol used to designate a bike path for
bicyclists in the city; the study created new and deeper understandings on the role the
environments and parents can play in fostering safe active transport for their children and other
students in the schools.
The second level of impact of the participatory mapping project was the development of
new programs and policies used to enhance the safety and use of pedestrian environments by
children. The community mobilizing process in this GIS study led to a successful 2-year Safe
Routes to School (SRTS) grant application and ongoing involvement of the district in regional
SRTS planning and programming. The study's results were also used to influence county
transportation recommendations to add sidewalks around a neighborhood elementary school that
was constructed during a time when these amenities were not considered necessary. This was
one of the three schools identified in the study with a problematic street network for active
transport by children. This study's data were incorporated into a revised Pedestrian and Bicycle
Master Plan for the City of Eugene.
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Processes piloted in this study and data derived from evaluation of the street network of
Bethel School District were also used to design a new grant application to the National Institutes
of Health. This study proposed to develop a longitudinal investigation of the neighborhood
environments within the broader metro community on indicators for promoting both active
transport of children between home and school as well as their overall physical activity. This
information also helped city and county transportation planners recognize the disparities in
pedestrian supports available in the evaluated school community. The Complete Streets study
became part of ongoing efforts to promote infrastructure changes in the active transport
environment of the school district for state metropolitan planning and fiscal decision making.
Table 6. Impacts and Outcomes of the CAST Participatory Complete Streets Assessment
Socio–cultural impacts of the study
•

•
•

•
•

Community awareness of safe walking and biking environments for children: introduced an
understanding on the features in neighborhood environments that support or inhibit safe
walking/biking for children to parents and school administrators
Engagement in social learning process: developed new cross-cultural relationships between the
Hispanic and non-Hispanic families in the district for addressing child physical activity
Political capital: increased parent influence with schools administrators and transportation planners
to address the specific street infrastructure and child activity program needs in the Bethel
community
Increased trust: Fostered successful experienced among diverse families on influencing public
planning processes and decision-making
Community-based leadership: Empowered parents of young children with experience, training and
support to champion social change in their respective school neighborhoods and community

Measureable program and policy outcomes of the study
•

•
•

A 2 year funded Safe Routes to School grant for 4 of the district’s 7 elementary schools (including 2
K-8 schools) with Education, Encouragement and Enforcement programming to boost elementary
student walking and biking transport from home to school
A county transportation board decision to prioritize the retrofitting of sidewalks in an elementary
school catchment area constructed without these amenities
Invited CAST to provide Bethel representation on the City of Eugene’s advisory group to develop a
revised Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan

Conclusion
Findings from the CAST participatory GIS-based assessments reflect the needs,
challenges, and opportunities for participatory approaches when evaluating built environment
infrastructure and community capacity for walking and biking. Data from this study are being
analyzed in conjunction with other project measures of social and environmental factors
influencing community-based childhood obesity. Building awareness and a local knowledge base
for active commuting environments for children was an essential first step in this effort. Both the
participatory process and assessment results have been used to encourage a new generation of
pedestrian and biking citizens to adopt more active lifestyles.
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Appendix A
CAST PDA Survey Mapping Questions
EDITING STREET SEGMENT
You are currently viewing this street: <PRIVATE ROAD>
If this is not the correct street, click on the red X at the bottom left of the screen.
OVERALL STREET DESIGN
Total lanes (both ways): <1>
Center turning lane?
Y N
Paved/planted median? Y N
Street trees?
Y N
Posted speed limit: <35>
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY / COMFORT
Do you agree with the following?
“Most pedestrians, including people in wheelchairs or walkers, would feel safe and comfortable along this
street segment from one end to the next.”
Strongly agree ▪ Agree ▪ Neutral ▪ Disagree ▪ Strongly disagree ▪ Don’t know
WALKING LOCATION
Where is the most likely place for a pedestrian/wheelchair user?
Sidewalk or adjacent path
Desire path/goal trail
On the road shoulder
Directly in the auto travel lane
Other…
WALKING PATH CONDITIONS
Is the walking path at least 5 ft. wide?
Yes No
Are there obstructions? (i.e., poles)
Yes No
Is the surface condition acceptable and free of tripping hazards?
Yes No
Could a wheelchair user traverse the entire segment? (i.e., curb ramps)
Yes No
DRIVEWAY HAZARDS
Do frequent or high volume driveways or parking lot entrances
appear to be a safety hazard for pedestrians?
Yes No
What kind of entrances seem to be the biggest problem?
Private residences
Business entrances (or public)
Both
MID-BLOCK CROSSING
For any stops, does it seem more likely that people would cross the road in the middle of the street
section rather than going to the nearest intersection?
Yes No
Are marked mid-block crossings available for these stops?
Yes No
BICYCLIST SAFETY / COMFORT
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Do you agree with the following?
“A casual cyclist would feel safe and comfortable riding on this street.”
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree Don’t know
BIKING PATH
Most likely place to ride a bike:
Marked on-street bike lane
Directly in automobile travel lane
At edge of wide auto lane
Paved shoulder (not marked)
On sidewalk or adjacent path
BIKE BARRIERS
Are there significant barriers to bicycle use that you want to document?
Yes No
BIKING BARRIERS PRESENT
Describe barriers to bicycle use:
Very fast vehicle speeds
Heavy traffic volume
Dangerous pavement edge
Poor surface conditions
Obstacles in path
Dangerous bicycle lane shifts
Other…
SEGMENT COMPLETED
You have completed the assessment for this street segment.
To enter additional notes, tap Notes
To return to the map, tap SAVE and CLOSE
FINAL NOTES
< >
To return to the map, tap SAVE and CLOSE
Note. < > indicate sample choices.
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Appendix B
Complete Street Information used in Parent Assessment Training
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Appendix C
Costs and Procedures for Conducting CAST Participatory Street Assessment
1. Cost estimate for conducting Complete Street Assessment
There were a number of costs associated with the Complete Streets assessment. These
included staff time for the development and preparation of the mobile GIS survey tools and maps
and the non-staff costs of actually completing Complete Street assessments at each of the
schools. Non-staff costs for events included supplies and food for parents and children at
schools, small incentive stipends to parents and families for participating in the study, language
translation services for Spanish speaking adults, child care for preschool and grade school
children, and the cost of handheld computers and memory cards. The non-staff expenses (shown
in Table 7) totaled $12,318 representing an average cost of $1,760 per school. Total cost for
staff time was $12,432 The total cost for all eight events (including the pilot) was $31,674. The
total average cost per school for conducting the Complete Street assessment was $3,519.

Supplies/Food
$680.00
Clear Lake-Kick-off
$500.00
Danebo
$759.00
Prairie Mtn
$120.77
Fairfield
$39.55
Meadow View
$141.85
Malabon
$153.40
Irving
$75.71
$99.18
Sub total $2,569.46
PDA Devices
Total Cost
Pilot

# Parents
32 families
19 families
19 parents
12 parents
21 parents
25 parents
21 parents
18 parents
19 parents

COST by School Assessment
Payment Type Incentives Childcare Translation Total
$25 per family $ 800.00 $108.00 $87.50 $1,675.50
$25 per family $ 475.00 $72.00
$140.00 $1,187.00
$50 per family $ 950.00 $384.00 $245.00 $2,338.00
$30 per parent $ 360.00 $328.00 $122.50
$931.27
$30 per parent $ 630.00 $282.00 $122.50 $1,074.05
$30 per parent $ 720.00 $504.00
$1,365.85
$30 per parent $ 630.00 $240.00
$1,023.40
$30 per parent $ 540.00 $428.00
$80.00 $1,123.71
$30 per parent $ 590.00 $360.00
$90.00 $1,139.18
$5,695.00 $2,706.00 $887.50 $11,857.96
$460.00
$12,317.96

Table 7. Non-staff costs by school for Complete Streets Assessment.

2. Materials list and procedures for PDA setup
ITEMS NEEDED:
• 200 SD cards
• 6-in-1 card reader (either internal or external USB)
• 200 labels cut to size of SD Cards
PROCEDURES:
1. Sort SD cards into 9 piles of 20 (one for each Assessment Area)
2. Prepare 1st Assessment Area cards. Prairie Mountain or “PM” is the example here.

a. Format twenty SD cards for Prairie Mountain assessment area (20x)
i. Insert SD cards into card reader (6-in-1 reader is ideal)
ii. Select Format…
1. Options: FAT & Default Allocation Size
2. Volume Label: “CAST_PM”
b. Label SD cards
i. Label 10x SD cards: “PM_ST_1” thru “PM_ST_10”
ii. Label 10x SD cards: “PM_INT_1” thru “PM_INT_10”
c. Copy Street and Intersection CSAT files to SD card
i. Copy folder “PM_ST\” once to each SD card
1. Rename copied folder sequentially, ie, “PM_ST_1” thru
“PM_ST_10” for the ten cards
ii. Copy folder “PM_INT\” once to each SD card
1. Rename copied folder sequentiallyi, ie, “PM_INT_1” thru
“PM_INT_10” for the ten cards
d. Copy custom toolbars to PDAs
i. Turn on PDA.
1. In ActiveSync, select File menu, Explore. Navigate to \Program
Files\ArcPad\Applets\” on PDA.
2. Delete all *.apa files in directory
3. Copy “IntersectionToolbarCAST.apa” and
“StreetToolbarCAST.apa” and “BLANKToolbar.apa” from master
CAST directory “\ Custom Toolbars” to directory listed in (i).
Repeat for 8 other Assessment Areas using appropriate abbreviations.
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